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Official Supplier

As official and authorized distributors, we

supply you with legitimate licenses directly

from 200+ software publishers.

Need help to find the right software

license, upgrade or renewal?

Call, Email or Live Chat with our experts.

Over 1,300,000 licenses delivered to

Developers, SysAdmins, Corporations,

Governments & Resellers, worldwide.

24/5 Customer Service Trusted for 27 Years
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United States 888 850 9911

US Gov't Sales 888 850 9966

United Kingdom 0800 581111

Japan 0120 343 550

Argentina 0800 666 0185

Australia 1 800 0 15292

Austria 0800 281 750

Belgium 0800 7 5603

Brazil 0800 891 6478

Bulgaria 00800 115 4445

Canada 888 850 9911

Chile 1230 020 6857

China (North) 10800 481 1661

China (South) 10800 813 1594

Colombia 01800 710 2043

Croatia 0800 222550

Czech Republic 800 143 313

Denmark 80 88 17 20

Ecuador 1 800 010 562

Finland 0800 1 18002

France 0800 90 92 62

Germany 0800 186 07 06

Greece 00800 44121891

Hong Kong 800 908 581

Hungary 06800 16674

India 000 800 44 01 455

Indonesia 001 803 00811 351

Ireland 1 800 535 661

Israel 180 924 2003

Italy 800 790046

Japan 0120 343 550

Korea, Rep. of 00798 14 800 6332

Malaysia 1 800 81 7261

Mexico 800 681 1559

Netherlands 0800 022 8832

New Zealand 800 449181

Norway 800 1 3685

Panama 00 1 800 203 1587

Peru 0800 53288

Philippines 1800 1816 0315

Poland 00800 442 1092

Portugal 800 844 125

Singapore 800 810 2136

Slovenia 0800 80297

South Africa 0800 99 1088

Spain 900 93 8926

Sweden 020 794 989

Switzerland 0800 83 5305

Taiwan ROC 00 801 814313

Thailand 001 800 81 4 5257

Turkey 00 800 4491 3617

United Kingdom 0800 581111

United States 888 850 9911

Uruguay 000 401 902 38

Viet Nam 120 81 863

Open 24 hours a day, Monday to Friday
International Customer Service Centers in the US, UK, Ireland and Japan.

USA

ComponentSource
650 Claremore Professional Way
Suite 100
Woodstock
GA 30188-5188
USA

Tel: +1 770 250 6100
Fax: +1 770 250 6199

Europe (UK)

ComponentSource
The White Building
33 King’s Road
Reading
Berkshire
RG1 3AR
United Kingdom

Tel: +44 118 958 1111
Fax: +44 118 958 9999

Europe (Ireland)

ComponentSource
2nd Floor, Core B, Block 71
The Plaza
Park West Avenue
Park West Business Park
Dublin, D12 WDN2
Ireland

Tel: +353 1 685 6704
Fax: +353 1 685 6725

Asia-Pacific

ComponentSource
7F Kojimachi Ichihara Bldg
1-1-8 Hirakawa-cho, Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 102-0093
Japan

Tel: +81 3 3237 0281
Fax: +81 3 3237 0282
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VoIP Components

Components designed to facilitate common

Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) operations in

your applications. Quickly integrate functionality

to establish outgoing calls, accept incoming calls

and route calls based on your custom

Interactive Voice Response (IVR) menus.

Cloud SMS

Send and receive SMS messages using popular

cloud services including Twilio, Vonage, Clickatell

and others. The single SMS component

implements the same API for all supported

services, which simplifies failover or cost

balancing.

Encryption Library

Encrypt and decrypt files, emails, documents

and messages using major cryptographic

standards, including AES, S/MIME, OpenPGP,

TwoFish and RSA. Complete with X.509 and

OpenPGP certificate management.

/n software Red Carpet Subscription
A comprehensive suite of Internet components. Any protocol, any platform, any IDE.

Publisher: /n software | Category: Communication & Messaging |

Includes libraries for every major communications and security protocol (from FTP to IMAP, TLS and SSH), available in all major

development platforms, all in one convenient package.

Enterprise
Partner

Top 25
Publisher

Top 100
Product

Prices from $ 1,919.04
www.componentsource.com/nsoftware-red-carpet-subscription
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Highly Flexible

Run SFTP Drive as a Windows service or as a

desktop application. Upload and download files

via your favorite file manager, such as Windows

Explorer. Includes support for multiple drive

configurations.

Works with YubiKey

SFTP Drive is YubiKey compatible and has been

verified by Yubico. In addition to the SFTP

security the drive provides, YubiKey allows you

to further protect your remote files with

hardware-backed authentication.

Easy and Secure

SFTP Drive is very easy to set-up and start using.

Simply use the intuitive installer, enter your

connection credentials, and begin working with

your remote files in a matter of minutes.

SFTP Drive
Mount remote file systems as Windows drives via SFTP.

Publisher: /n software | Category: Storage |

A powerful solution for accessing remote resources as if they were local drives, eliminating the hassle of having to download and

upload remote files you need to access and work with.

Enterprise
Partner

Top 25
Publisher

Prices from $ 48.02
www.componentsource.com/sftp-drive
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Aspose.Words for .NET

An advanced class library that lets you perform

a wide range of document processing tasks

directly within your applications. Supports DOC,

DOCX, OOXML, RTF, HTML, OpenDocument,

PDF, XPS, EPUB and many other formats.

Aspose.Slides for .NET

Enables any .NET application to read, write,

modify and convert PowerPoint documents,

without the need for Microsoft PowerPoint. It

can render presentation slides to PDF, XPS,

HTML, images and PDF Notes.

Aspose.Imaging for .NET

Create, load, convert and compress images or

photos using this API. The library supports

working with graphic primitives, multi-page

image processing, image transformation and

manipulation.

Aspose.Total for .NET
Open, create, convert, print and save files from within your own applications.

Publisher: Aspose | Category: Document & Text Processing |

Aspose.Total for .NET is a compilation of every .NET component offered by Aspose. It allows you to create a wide range of

applications that work with file formats from Excel, Word, PowerPoint, Project, OneNote, Outlook, Visio and PDF.

Enterprise
Partner

#3
Publisher

#3
Product

Prices from $ 3,919.02
www.componentsource.com/aspose-total-net
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Watermarks

Easily insert or delete, text and image

watermarks in PDF files. There are several

properties for working with watermarks

including: opacity, position, rotation, color, font,

image and more. Properties can be easily set

using quick API calls.

Create PDFs From Scratch

Use the API to create PDFs from scratch or

transform images, XML, XSL-FO, HTML, SVG,

PCL, XPS, EPUB or simple text files to PDF. You

can also specify XMP metadata, author details,

creator details, and title information during PDF

generation.

Create Tagged PDFs

Tagged PDF files are used to enhance the

reading experience for those who use assistive

technologies and screen readers. Aspose.PDF

for .NET lets you easily create tagged PDF files

and also extract tagged content.

Aspose.PDF for .NET
Create and manipulate PDF documents without using Adobe Acrobat.

Publisher: Aspose | Category: PDF |

Aspose.PDF for .NET is a set of PDF APIs that enable your .NET applications to read, write and manipulate existing PDF documents.

It also allows you to create forms and manage form fields embedded in PDF documents.

Enterprise
Partner

#3
Publisher

Top 25
Product

Prices from $ 1,175.02
www.componentsource.com/aspose-pdf-net
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Blazor Scheduler & Calendar

Easily display a detailed snapshot of events or

appointments in your Web application across a

single day, week or month. Integrated date

navigation buttons make it easy to navigate

from one day or one week to the next.

WPF Date Range Control

Allow users to easily specify a date range with

input validation and built-in error detection

included. This control addresses a variety of

usage scenarios - from entering departure/

return dates to modifying range values within

custom filters.

WinForms Rich Text Editor

Integrate advanced text editing capabilities into

your next project. It includes comprehensive

text formatting options, supports mail-merge

and ships with a rich collection of end-user

options so you can deliver Microsoft Word-

inspired functionality with ease.

DevExpress DXperience
Build applications for Windows, Web, mobile and tablet.

Publisher: DevExpress | Category: Presentation Layer |

Includes DevExpress UI controls for WinForms, ASP.NET, MVC, WPF, ASP.NET Core, JavaScript (jQuery, Angular, React, Vue), Blazor,

plus Reporting and CodeRush for Visual Studio.

Enterprise
Partner

#1
Publisher

#2
Product

Prices from $ 1,439.99
www.componentsource.com/devexpress-dxperience
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JavaScript Charting

A collection of 30+ responsive chart types

including area, bar, financial, funnel, line, pie,

polar, pyramid and range that support binding

to any data source. You can easily combine

different series types and display them across

different panes within the same display.

Pivot Grid Processing

The Pivot Grid includes an optimized client-side

data engine which can process up to 1,000,000

records on the fly, directly inside the browser. It

also allows you to easily export its contents to

an Excel file without any data transformation.

UI Template Gallery

Includes a set of responsive templates covering

common UI patterns and workflows. These

ready-to-use UI blocks allow you to focus your

efforts on application logic and minimize the

energy spent on app/UI design.

DevExtreme Complete
JavaScript component suite for responsive Web development.

Publisher: DevExpress | Category: Presentation Layer |

From Angular and React to jQuery and Vue, DevExtreme includes a comprehensive collection of responsive UI widgets for use in

Web and Mobile applications. It includes a feature-complete data grid, interactive data visualization widgets, and much more.

Enterprise
Partner

#1
Publisher

Top 50
Product

Prices from $ 479.99
www.componentsource.com/devextreme
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Cross-Platform Tools

Build interactive, customizable reports with a

cross-platform standalone designer application.

It can be installed on Windows, Mac or Desktop

Linux and includes a rich set of data

visualization components.

Report Viewer

View reports on all modern browsers using

popular JavaScript frameworks. The viewer

automatically adjusts to screen size, so you can

use it on desktop, mobile and touch devices.

Other features include interactivity, exporting,

one-touch printing and rendering modes.

Data Binding

Data binding establishes a connection between

the report and the data it displays.

ActiveReportsJS supports binding to a wide

variety of JSON data sources by providing

flexible connection configuration at design time

and a rich API for advanced use-cases.

ActiveReportsJS
JavaScript reporting solution for Web applications.

Publisher: GrapeCity | Category: Reporting

A lightweight reporting solution that helps create complex reports using a simple yet rich API. Use ActiveReportsJS with any

popular JavaScript framework including Angular, React, and Vue.

Enterprise
Partner

#2
Publisher

Prices from $ 984.02
www.componentsource.com/activereportsjs
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FlexChart

Build dynamic dashboards and data

visualizations with this cross-platform C# .NET

chart control. Features include 80+ popular

chart types, flexible data binding, annotations,

scrolling and analysis features.

FlexGrid

A high-performance .NET datagrid control that

features tabular data editing, on-demand

loading, Excel-like filtering, cell customization,

grouping and file export.

FlexReport

A fast, flexible and fully-featured .NET reporting

engine component. Design reports and connect

to your data source without writing any code

using the standalone Report Designer

application.

ComponentOne Studio Enterprise
Award-winning .NET and JavaScript controls for mobile, Web and desktop.

Publisher: GrapeCity | Category: Presentation Layer |

Save time and focus more on your business logic with this complete, fast and flexible toolkit of UI controls for .NET, WinUI, Blazor

and JavaScript.

Enterprise
Partner

#2
Publisher

Top 10
Product

Prices from $ 1,472.58
www.componentsource.com/componentone-studio
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Grid-Based Input Forms

Includes several form controls such as buttons,

combo boxes, check boxes, spin button, list

boxes, option buttons, group boxes, labels and

scroll bars. These controls make it easy to create

complex input forms.

Complete Spreadsheet Control

Use the extensive .NET spreadsheet API and

powerful calculation engine to create analysis,

budgeting, dashboard, data collection, scientific

and financial applications.

No-code design with Spread
Designers

Instantly design and apply a powerful Microsoft

Excel-like .NET spreadsheet with the desktop

designer apps - no learning curve required.

Designers are available for WinForms, WPF, and

ASP.NET.

Spread.NET
Flexible Excel-like .NET spreadsheet components.

Publisher: GrapeCity | Category: Spreadsheet |

Quickly deliver Microsoft Excel-like experiences with desktop designer apps, create Enterprise spreadsheets, grids, dashboards,

and forms with the comprehensive API.

Enterprise
Partner

#2
Publisher

Top 10
Product

Prices from $ 1,476.52
www.componentsource.com/spread-net
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Dynamic and Customizable

The elegant charts render crisp and clear at any

resolution and are easily styled using JavaScript

or CSS. Highcharts is also extendable and

pluggable for experts seeking advanced

animations and functionality.

Chart Annotations

Draw simple shapes and text anywhere on the

canvas to describe charts or tether them to

specific data points. The annotation module also

lets you configure toolbars and dialogs to help

end-users place annotations on a chart.

Accessibility

Create interactive charts that empower people

with disabilities. Users are able to navigate and

interact with charts using the keyboard or voice

input and they can use sonification to play back

charts using sound.

Highcharts Core
A pure JavaScript library that makes it easy to create responsive and interactive charts.

Publisher: Highsoft | Category: Charts |

Easily add interactive charts to Web and mobile projects. The libraries work with any back-end database or server stack and data

can be given in any form, including CSV, JSON or loaded and updated live.

Enterprise
Partner

Top 25
Publisher

Top 50
Product

Prices from $ 360.64
www.componentsource.com/highcharts
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Highcharts Core for Python

Includes the full set of rich options and

interactivity provided by the Highcharts

JavaScript libraries. The toolkit makes it easy to

tap into Highcharts features with full support for

rich callback functions and SVG extensions.

Highcharts Stock for Python

Provides a Python wrapper for the Highcharts

Stock JavaScript data visualization library. It

includes 40+ technical indicators, in-chart

navigation, timelines and rich tools for in-chart

analysis and annotation of data.

Highcharts Maps for Python

Includes full support for the Highcharts Maps

JavaScript library. It comes with full TopoJSON

and GeoJSON support, rich map projection and

visualization capabilities and native integration

with GeoPandas for GIS data analysis.

Highcharts for Python
High-end data visualization for the Python ecosystem.

Publisher: Highsoft | Category: Charts

A collection of Python libraries that gives you access to all the rich features of Highcharts Core, Highcharts Stock, Highcharts Maps

and Highcharts Gantt via a simple, Pythonic API.

Enterprise
Partner

Top 25
Publisher

Prices from $ 468.83
www.componentsource.com/highcharts-python
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InstallAware Import

Directly load all of your existing setup projects.

Even your dialogs are ported through - with

intelligently replaced controls where necessary.

This means you can recompile all your existing

InstallAware setups for macOS and Linux

targets, virtually verbatim.

Setup Capture

Setup capture for macOS and Linux has arrived.

Discover changes made by any process, or any

package/setup. Leverage the multi-core engine,

using all of your available CPU cores for the

fastest possible snapshot comparisons.

Native Binaries

Support Linux, macOS and Windows with zero

dependencies (no Java). Create a single setup

script (and dialogs) that look, feel and work the

same on each compiled target.

InstallAware Multi-Platform
Build installers for Linux, macOS and Windows from a single source.

Publisher: InstallAware | Category: Development & Deployment

Run and edit projects directly on Intel x86, AMD64/x86-64, SPARC, ARM or AArch64 platforms. Compile setups that run on any

target, using any IDE, on any platform.

Enterprise
Partner

Top 50
Publisher

Prices from $ 3,526.82
www.componentsource.com/installaware-multi-platform
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Mica, Acrylic and Glass

InstallAware helps you build setups that look

their best on all Windows platforms, from

Windows 11 all the way down to XP. Using the

dialog editor, you can customize pre-built setup

themes and also design your own themes from

scratch.

Prime Desktop Real Estate

InstallAware can programmatically pin your

apps to the Windows Start Menu (in addition to

the Taskbar). This is the best exposure you can

provide your application, since it is directly

accessible without end-users having to navigate

to the All apps sub-menu first.

x86, AMD64 and AARCH64

InstallAware allows you to build a single setup

capable of delivering native payloads to all CPU

architectures - including 100% accurate, GUI-

based Windows Feature/Server Role

configuration.

InstallAware Studio Admin
Premier software installation and lightning fast application repackaging for Windows.

Publisher: InstallAware | Category: Development & Deployment

Visually create MST transforms, repackage applications without needing clean machine captures, plus programmatically emit and

build setups using automation libraries.

Enterprise
Partner

Top 50
Publisher

Prices from $ 4,702.82
www.componentsource.com/installaware-studio-admin
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TreeList

Display hierarchical data in a tree view that

supports sorting, filtering and paging. Each

column can be resized, reordered by dragging

and dropping or hidden. End users can also

create, update and delete items when editing is

enabled.

Grid Virtual Scrolling

Easily enable both row and column

virtualization. Users maintain a smooth scrolling

experience in both horizontal and vertical

scrolling even when data sets are very large. You

can also use virtual scrolling in combination with

grouped data and responsive columns.

Charting

Display remote or local data in professionally

designed charts of virtually any type. Easily

integrate these charts into your web page and

customize the look and feel with flexible

properties for axis, data series, appearance and

more.

Kendo UI
Everything you need to build modern, beautiful, responsive apps.

Publisher: Telerik | Category: Presentation Layer |

A collection of JavaScript UI components with libraries for jQuery, Angular, React, and Vue. Quickly build eye-catching, high-

performance, responsive Web applications - regardless of your JavaScript framework choice.

Enterprise
Partner

Top 10
Publisher

Top 50
Product

Prices from $ 881.02
www.componentsource.com/kendo-ui
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Native Blazor UI Components

Cut development time with highly accessible

and responsive UI components including

controls for data handling, UX and PDF viewing.

Combine the components with a Design System

Kit to help you produce consistent UI without

hassle.

Comprehensive .NET MAUI Library

Controls to enable cross-platform development

of native Windows, macOS, Android and iOS

applications. Includes a wide range of charts,

graph types and series that enable you to

visualize data according to native platform

standards.

Document Processing

Create and edit PDF, Word and Excel files in

Web, desktop and cross-platform apps. Includes

a set of libraries for manipulating commonly

used document formats without relying on third

party software like Microsoft Office and Adobe

Acrobat.

Telerik DevCraft Complete
Quickly build modern, high-performance apps for any platform.

Publisher: Telerik | Category: Presentation Layer |

Get 1,250+ .NET and JavaScript components for building feature-rich and professionally designed Web, desktop and mobile apps in

less time and with less effort.

Enterprise
Partner

Top 10
Publisher

Top 25
Product

Prices from $ 1,469.02
www.componentsource.com/telerik-devcraft-complete
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Headers and Footers

End-users can use the same header and footer

throughout or change it for part of the

document. For example, you can add a

corporate logo to the first page header and then

include the document file name in the header

for subsequent pages.

Reporting and Mail Merge

Create mail merge and reports, master-detail

and sub-reports using Microsoft Word

compatible report templates. Data sources can

be hierarchical such as related DataTables,

DataSets or IEnumerable objects.

Formatting

Provides rich character formatting options,

including font size, font family, character style

and background colors. Flexible paragraph

formatting such as indentation, tabs, variable

line and paragraph spacing, and frames offer a

variety of formatting opportunities.

TX Text Control .NET for WPF Enterprise
Microsoft Word compatible WYSIWYG word processing.

Publisher: Text Control | Category: Word Processing

TX Text Control .NET for WPF is a royalty-free, fully programmable rich edit control that offers developers a broad range of word

processing features in a reusable component for Visual Studio.

Enterprise
Partner

Top 50
Publisher

Prices from $ 3,330.04
www.componentsource.com/tx-text-control-net-for-wpf-enterprise
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Electronic Signatures

Includes a complete set of tools that help to

integrate electronic signature processes into

business applications. You can create and

request signatures, sign documents and validate

executed PDF documents.

Reporting and Mail Merge

Easily integrate powerful flow-type layout

reporting. The document editor can be used as

a designer to create templates that can be

merged using JSON or any IEnumerable object

as a data source.

Document Editor

Add fully-featured, Microsoft Word compatible,

document editing to your web applications. The

editor provides consistent, pixel-perfect

rendering to all your users independent of

platform or browser.

TX Text Control .NET Server for ASP.NET
Add document processing to your ASP.NET Core, ASP.NET and Angular applications.

Publisher: Text Control | Category: Word Processing |

Integrate fully-featured document editing and viewing into your Web applications. Combine the power of a reporting tool and an

easy-to-use WYSIWYG word processor, which is fully programmable and embeddable, in your ASP.NET application.

Enterprise
Partner

Top 50
Publisher

Prices from $ 4,114.04
www.componentsource.com/tx-text-control-net-server
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SyntaxEditor

A powerful text editing control built on top of an

extensible text/parsing framework. While over

20 free sample languages are available (such as

C#, VB, XML, and more), custom language

definitions can also be developed and

distributed with your applications.

Tabbed MDI

Each tab represents a document that can be

reordered or moved between tab groups.

Tabbed MDI documents can be floated into

their own full-featured floating dock host.

Backstage Menu

The backstage or application menu is displayed

by clicking the 'File' application button in the

upper left side of the ribbon. It generally

consists of various application-wide commands

such as new, open, save file, and other

functionality like printing.

Actipro WPF Studio
UI controls for building beautiful desktop apps.

Publisher: Actipro Software | Category: Presentation Layer |

Includes advanced docking windows, MDI, charts, gauges, Ribbon, property grids, tree controls, folder/file browsers, robust

editors, auto-completion, masked editing, and code editing.

Corporate
Partner

Top 50
Publisher

Prices from $ 685.02
www.componentsource.com/actipro-wpf-studio
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Print and Output

Export your reports to a wide range of formats

(including PDF, DOCX, XLSX, PPTX, XHTML, CSV,

RTF, XML, JSON, SVG, PNG and more) with

convenient distribution via email or, upload to a

number of cloud storage providers.

Report Designer

The Report Designer easily integrates into your

application and can be deployed royalty-free.

Users can add simple tables, comprehensive

master-detail reports, crosstabs, charts, RTF

text, barcodes, graphics, PDF objects, user

defined objects and more.

Web Reporting

Create and deliver interactive reports in Web

applications with the browser-based Web

Report Designer and Web Report Viewer for

ASP.NET, or use the combit Report Server - a

standalone cloud reporting solution.

List & Label Enterprise Reporting Edition
Build customized reports for Web & desktop apps.

Publisher: combit | Category: Reporting |

List & Label offers a powerful reporting engine, flexible API, feature-rich desktop designer and fully browser-based Web controls

for ASP.NET MVC. Extend your application with comprehensive preview, print and export functions with just a few lines of code.

Corporate
Partner

Top 100
Publisher

Prices from $ 2,130.44
www.componentsource.com/list-and-label
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Forms Processing

In addition to basic forms recognition with static

field locations, LEADTOOLS libraries can detect

and process unstructured and loosely

structured documents such as invoices,

business cards and passports.

Document Editor

Developers can create robust, full-featured

applications with rich document-editing

capabilities, including text search, spell

checking, undo/redo, copy, cut, paste, ruler and

font styles. Formats supported include PDF,

DOC/DOCX and RTF.

Robust PDF Controls

Implement reliable and multi-threaded PDF

functionality with a comprehensive PDF API to

read, write, convert and view PDF files without

the need for third-party dependencies like

Acrobat.

LEADTOOLS Document Suite SDK
Build end-to-end document imaging solutions.

Publisher: LEADTOOLS | Category: Image Editing & Processing |

A powerful set of OCR, OMR, ICR, barcode, forms recognition, PDF, annotation and image viewing tools that utilize award-winning

image processing technology to intelligently recognize and extract data from any type of scanned image.

Corporate
Partner

Top 10
Publisher

Prices from $ 5,875.10
www.componentsource.com/leadtools-document-imaging-suite
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User Interface

Includes 70+ UI widgets that can be used in any

Blazor, WinForms or WPF application. Includes

Ribbon, command bars, menu, navigation bar,

buttons, text box, check box and layout panels.

Rich Text Editor

Create text documents such as contracts,

invoices, reports and others. Features include

advanced text processing, automated document

generation, reporting, document conversion,

WYSIWYG preview, HTML editing, proofreading

and more.

Blazor WebAssembly Grid

A high-performance component for displaying

and editing tabular data within your Web

applications. It allows end-users to perform

scrolling, grouping, sorting and filtering on

hundreds of thousands of records instantly,

without lags or delays.

Nevron Open Vision for .NET
A complete .NET GUI Toolkit for Windows and Mac application development.

Publisher: Nevron | Category: Presentation Layer

An end-to-end application development platform that provides a powerful set of UI controls and components, so that you can

create feature-rich applications and user interfaces for multiple operating systems from a single code base.

Corporate
Partner

Top 100
Publisher

Prices from $ 1,458.60
www.componentsource.com/nevron-open-vision
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Single-Source DITA Publishing

Includes configurable scenarios for producing

various types of output (PDF, ePUB, HTML, and

many more) using the same DITA source.

Oxygen also offers out-of-the-box support for

generating high quality feedback-enabled or

mobile-friendly WebHelp.

Quick Fix Support

Helps you resolve errors that appear in XML

documents by offering fixes to problems such

as missing required attributes or invalid

elements. Quick fixes are available for XML

documents that are validated against Relax NG,

XSD or Schematron schemas.

JSON Editor

Provides standard editing capabilities including

undo/redo, copy/paste, find/replace and drag/

drop, as well as more complex features, such as

content completion, format and indent and

structure validation.

Oxygen XML Editor Enterprise
A complete solution for XML development and authoring.

Publisher: Syncro Soft | Category: Structured Document Authoring Applications |

A collection of must have tools for XML editing, with support for all types of XML documents and other file types, including XML

Schemas, CSS, XSLT, WSDL, RelaxNG, Schematron, Ant, XQuery, and many more.

Corporate
Partner

#5
Publisher

Top 50
Product

Prices from $ 1,294.92
www.componentsource.com/oxygen-xml-editor-enterprise
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